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This study describes a 3.5 mile route
connecting Rishworth and Ripponden in the
Ryburn Valley to Sowerby Bridge. Inspired by
the 2014 Tour de France’s visit to Yorkshire
and its passage through Ripponden the local
community of the Ryburn valley formed ‘Le
Tour Ripponden’. The aim of the group was
to consider a legacy project from the Tour.
Consultation with local valley communities
identified a demand for a leisure cycling, horse
riding and walking route between Sowerby
Bridge and Ripponden and Rishworth.
Although there is an existing permissive
bridleway along part of the disused rail track
there is no coherent route along the valley
length. Out of almost 400 people who took
part in an online survey 95% supported the
development of a Greenway. The Ryburn Valley
Greenway Group was established to carry
forward this idea and by January 2015 the
group had worked with Calderdale Council to
acquire funding for a feasibility study.
Calderdale Council commissioned Sustrans to
deliver a feasibility study which would:

Report prepared by Mary Seaton of Sustrans

Report Number:

1 Introduction

Photography front cover © Philip Ingham www.
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• identify a route which could be developed
to provide a safe and sustainable ‘family
friendly’ pathway for multiple users –
walkers, cyclists, horse riders – and is
suitable for multiple trip types – leisure,
commuter, education, utility journeys – and
that connects Rishworth and Ripponden
with Sowerby Bridge and NCN 66
• identify potential feeder routes that provide
connections into this route from adjacent
communities along the valley, e.g. Kebroyd,
Triangle and Barkisland, and with Sowerby
Bridge Railway Station
• identify other potential opportunities to
improve and encourage sustainable travel
along the valley corridor

The project has been made possible by
funds from the Community Foundation for
Calderdale, Calderdale Council via the Local
Transport Plan, Ripponden Parish Council and
the group’s community fundraising efforts and
the support of Stones Church Ripponden and
The Sowerby Bridge Rushbearers.
It is intended that as well as an attractive
leisure facility the greenway will provide a utility
route for people travelling to education, retail
and employment opportunities along the valley
and a link to Sowerby Bridge rail station. There
are a number of schools in close proximity to
the route at Rishworth, Ripponden, Triangle
and Sowerby Bridge and the route could
become a main link for school journeys in the
Ryburn Valley. At its northern end the route
links with both National Cycle Network Route
66 and the more challenging Route 68.
Like other greenways we would expect it will
be popular with a wide range of users from
commuters to families and riders that are new
to cycling or horse riding to cyclists en route to
some of the mountain bike challenges that can
be accessed from the Ryburn Valley.
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2 Scheme Overview
The route
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The northern end of the proposed route leaves
Sowerby Bridge Rail Station and travels into
the Ryburn Valley via shared use path. Two
routes are examined from Water Street to
the disused rail track which is then followed
towards Ripponden before joining Hanging
Stones Lane. Although the west bank of the
Ryburn was considered the use of the railway
track is preferred; the Environment Agency
lists the west bank as medium risk of flooding
and high risk of surface water flooding –
therefore construction and maintenance costs
are likely to be lower on the disused rail path.
The greenway passes through Ripponden
toward Rishworth, both a riverside route and
continuing on the disused rail path are detailed.
In addition links are shown from the greenway
to the communities of Triangle, Kebroyd and
Barkisland.

In addition it is proposed to create a new link
from Sowerby Bridge Station using Station
Road and Walton Street and the edge of
Sowerby Bridge cricket field to reach the ‘pipe’
bridge over the River Calder and National Cycle
Network 66. This would also provide a link to
Dixon Scar Woods (Dixie Woods).
Two National Cycle Networks run through
Sowerby Bridge. The aforementioned 66
provides a link to the Upper Calder Valley
and Manchester to the west and Brighouse
and Halifax to the east. The whole route runs
from Manchester through to Hull. Route
68 is the Pennine Cycleway running up the
spine of England through the three National
Parks between Derby and Berwick – upon Tweed. Sustrans would suggest that National
Cycle Network 68 to the south of Sowerby
Bridge should be rerouted along the Ryburn
Greenway.

Overview of the route
Existing NCN on road
Existing NCN off road
Ryburn Greenway
Ryburn Greenway links
to communities
Traffic on the A58
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Like other valleys in the Pennines main
transport links in the Ryburn valley are
constrained by topography. The A58 and A672
provide relatively flat road connections but
are busy routes, the A672 being one of three
of Calderdale’s road routes to the M62. This
means that not only is the road busy with
local traffic but also with that passing through
the area, including heavy goods vehicles,
having left or going to join the motorway.
Traffic volumes are noticeably greater at peak
rush hour travel times. The road is used by
experienced road cyclists but is not a pleasant
prospect; for the less experienced or family
cyclist the roads are positively daunting and
generally avoided. The width of the road and
pavements would make a direct and coherent
high quality on road segregated cycle route
extremely difficult.
Roads not involving the A58 and A672 involve a
steep climb up the valley sides.
For these reasons the proposed route is largely
off road and where geographically possible
keeps to a gentle gradient so that cyclists feel
they have a safer, easier and more pleasurable
route to use but without compromising on the
directness.
Reaching the greenway from other areas of
Sowerby Bridge and cycling around Sowerby
Bridge presents a challenge. Routes within
Sowerby Bridge were not part of this study
but we suggest that cycling and walking
connectivity should be key components of any
future study covering the area.

Great Northern Railway Trail

The largest group of users for any greenway
is walkers, be it walking the dog or using the
route as part of an everyday journey. However
greenways are also popular with cyclists
(commuters, leisure cyclists, family groups),
runners, wheelchair users and (where permission
is agreed) horse riders. With the connection to
the rail network at Sowerby Bridge Station we
would expect the route to encourage commuting
journeys and to be used by people visiting the
area.

The Great Northern Railway Trail (GNRT) is
a greenway that will eventually link Keighley
and Queensbury largely using a disused rail
line. One section links the villages of Thornton
and Queensbury and connects with numerous
footpaths that criss-cross the valley so Clayton,
West Scholes and Denholme Gate are easily
reached. Another runs from Cullingworth to
Hewenden. Through the years the trail has been
supported by a core group of volunteers to not
only develop the trail but make things happen.
Here two of the trail’s supporters say what
it means to them; one was so enthused they
became a Sustrans volunteer:

Greenways can become important parts of the
community with people valuing and becoming
involved in them; from the local users who help
clear litter from the Spen Valley Greenway, to
communities using them for events, children
walking, scooting and cycling to school on them,
businesses benefitting from increased footfall
and being a space where wildlife can move along
and be observed. Greenways can have a positive
impact not only on the people that use them but
the communities they pass through.
Sustrans has a wealth of experience in developing
and constructing greenways and although a
majority of people are usually in favour of such
developments some people are concerned about
the effects it might have on their neighbourhood.
Issues can usually be solved at design stage
such as barriers to prevent motorbike access or
fencing to prevent access on to neighbouring
land or detailed ecology surveys and construction
techniques to prevent environmental damage. The
biggest impact on any greenway is its users – the
care, enthusiasm and ownership can transform
a simple track into a positive shared welcoming
community space

“The creation of the GNRT was the inspiration
of railway historians and it certainly is a tribute
to the magnificent engineering of the 19th
century. Its verges form a corridor of widely
varied planting, a haven for butterflies, a magnet
for blackberry pickers, homes for birds, bees
and small mammals – and a crossing place for
deer. School Wood on the Thornton section is
looked after by primary and nursery children. On
the Cullingworth section are boards, reminding
of the railway and its central role in Bradford’s
industrial history. Trails like this play a vital role in
preserving freely accessible community spaces
away from the noise and pollution of traffic.
“It opens up new ways of viewing our landscape,
seeing villages and farmland from different
angles, giving families a wonderful stretch of
fresh air with lots of interesting features to talk
about. It provides healthy exercise between
homes and schools and shops, easy buggy
pushing and safe cycling, and scooting. The
GNRT has hosted events that appeal to all ages
– a triathlon, egg hunting, a Halloween night walk
and more. But the everyday pleasure is seeing
people smile as they pass, ambling, running,
on bikes, in wheelchairs, on ponies, chatting,
pointing out the landmarks or sitting quietly at the
benches enjoying the views. We love it.’

‘To me a Greenway isn’t a painted strip on the
side of a road or a 2 metre cycleway enclosed by
6 foot high boarded fencing. It is to me an escape
from urbanisation. The GNRT is a wonderful
escape from the built up areas of Bradford and
the Airevalley. Views abound, wildlife lives and
the wind can take your wig off. I sometimes
crave solitude, peace and quiet in my busy
life. The GNRT allows access to long forgotten
byways travelled by folk of yesteryear in steam
hauled carriages getting off at remote places like
Harecroft, miles from anywhere. I once walked
over Hewenden viaduct in the snow and the wind
created a tunnel of snow swirl over my head. I
WAS in Narnia ! Long may it live !
Richard Kunz,
Group Co-ordinator Great Northern Railway Trail

Winter Warmer Event, photo © Helen Simpson

Annual visit of the Easter Bunny, Photo © Richard Kunz

Norah McWilliam, Queensbury Community
Heritage and Action Partnership

Hewenden Viaduct, Photo © Richard Kunz
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3 Policy Context
Cycling
The 2015 Infrastructure Act means that for
the first time there is a legal obligation on
the government to set targets and identify
investment for cycling and walking. Although
it is currently too early to know how this will
exactly be realised it is a move forward in
recognising the importance of cycling and
walking infrastructure.

- Binding Margin -

Regionally the Grand Depart in 2014 brought
cycling to the forefront in the county and Cycle
Yorkshire and its partners committed to getting
more people cycling more often. According
to figures from the Active People Survey,
conducted by Sport England, just 9.5 per cent
of people cycled at least once a month in 201314 compared to an England average of 15%.
The West Yorkshire Combined Authority
produced cycling prospectus as part of
the West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan
(LTP3, 2011 – 2026) to set out its vision for
encouraging more people to make more
trips by bicycle. The core of the prospectus
is that this will be achieved by creating the
right environment, encouraging people and
engaging with a wide range of partners. It is
acknowledged that creating good infrastructure
is vital to achieving their aims and that places
need to be well connected and routes should
be safe, attractive and pleasant to use.
Calderdale Council and partners are
currently(October 2015) developing a Cycling
Strategy for Calderdale which sets out a vision
and actions for the next two years to improve
infrastructure and encourage more people to
cycle. Continued development of the Ryburn
Valley Greenway would help support one of
the main themes of more and better places
to cycle. Greenways also provide an excellent
facility for novice riders, be that adults who are
returning to riding or young people gaining new
skills, another aim of the strategy.

Active Travel and Health
Cycle Yorkshire has outlined five overall
key objectives to address these issues and
to get more people cycling more often in
Yorkshire over the next 10 years:
1.

Get more people cycling

2.

Make choosing cycling easier

3.

More events to take part in

4.

Greater awareness of cycling and
cyclists

5.

A thriving network of cycling
businesses & social enterprises

Further information from:
http://cycle.yorkshire.com/the-legacy

Tourism
Calderdale Council recognises that many
local people and visitors enjoy being out in
Calderdale’s natural environment. With easy
reach of both Greater Manchester and Leeds
it provides excellent opportunities for cyclists
on and off road. Developing Calderdale as
an outdoor destination was one of the core
themes of the Calderdale’s Visitor Economy
Strategy. In recent years the provision of
‘adrenalin sports facilities’ across the borough
has grown for example Dirt Trax mountain bike
facility in the Upper Calder Valley. Although
the greenway would not be used as adrenalin
sports it does illustrate the growing economic
importance that outdoor recreation has. There
is a strong impetus from the Council to develop
Calderdale as a cycling hub whereby routes
including attractions and refreshment stops,
cycling friendly accommodation and cycling
repair facilities are promoted as a package.
Building the offer will ensure interested parties
stay for longer and repeat visit. Research has
identified that in terms of economic spend, a
cycle tourist is worth more than two times that
of a regular tourist. The Ryburn greenway adds
another dimension to this offer and provides
opportunities for businesses within the valley.

Air Quality
Nitrogen dioxide and particulates, together
with other air pollutants, have been set an
upper air quality limit value that the general
population should not be exposed to and are
legally binding through European Union and
United Kingdom law. The urban areas of West
Yorkshire have been identified as having some
of highest levels of air pollution in the United
Kingdom. Traffic-related pollution is the main
reason why people are exposed to levels of air
pollution which can damage health
The West Yorkshire local authorities, West
Yorkshire Combined Authority and Public
Health England, have developed a draft West
Yorkshire Low Emission Strategy), in order to
implement a range of measures, both policy
and practical, to reduce emissions, achieve
compliance with the Air Quality Directive and
improve health outcomes.
Calderdale Council is currently (October 2015)
rewriting the Calderdale Air Quality Action Plan
to reflect this district initiative. Sowerby Bridge
is a designated air quality management area
and although a suite of actions will be required
to lower emissions modal shift to cycling or
walking is a key one. The provision of high
quality cycling and walking routes such as the
Ryburn Greenway will encourage people to
make this transport change to active travel.

In developed countries physical inactivity is one
of the leading courses of death. In recent years
it has been recognised that walking and cycling
can play a significant part in improving people’s
physical and mental health.
In 2010 the Chief Medical Officer for England
called for a doubling of walking and an eightfold increase in cycling. A study by public
health economists found that within 20 years
this increase would lead to savings of roughly
£17 billion (in 2010 prices) for the NHS in
England and Wales (Jarrett et al - 2012) Effect
of increasing active travel in urban England and
Wales on costs to the National Health Service
(The Lancet - 379 (9382)).
Development of high quality cycling and
walking infrastructure can help meet health
targets locally. Calderdale’s Joint Strategic
Needs Assessment 2015 highlights a number
of areas where increased active travel can
have a positive effect on an individuals and
neighbourhood’s wellbeing. Key topics where
an increase in cycling and walking can improve
outcomes are:
• Air Quality – promoting sustainable
transport development
• Accidents – continue to improve road
safety for all users, including pedestrians
and cyclists
• Nutrition, Physical Activity and Obesity
(Children and Young People) – increasing
physical activity (in particular cycling and
walking can provide opportunities for
children and young people not engaged in
more mainstream activity)
• Diabetes (adults) - opportunity to
increase
physical activity
• Mental Health (adults) – improving
physical activity and opportunity for social
interaction
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4 Route Design Issues
The route proposed should be designed
and constructed to the current best practice
standards as set out in the Handbook for Cycle
friendly Design (Sustrans); Cycle Infrastructure
Design (Department of Transport ) and Cycling
England’s Design Checklist. Designs should
have the following core design principles in
mind:
• Coherence
• Directness
• Safety
• Comfort
• Attractiveness

Existing Railway Structures and Treatment
Much of the route uses the disused rail track of the Rishworth Branch Line which was dismantled circa
1960. It is quite possible little has been done to any of the structures or cuttings since although this need
not affect the viability of the scheme. Some work and further inspection will need to be carried out as part
of the route construction. However there are certain things that will be required
Arch bridges – de-vegetating, pointing and minor masonry repairs.
Lattice bridges – some corrosion and loss of section at key points such as where the posts join the deck.
Suggest grit blasting, repairing and repainting and pointing of abutments.
Retaining Walls – appear to be largely open jointed but have a moss veneer. Suggest moss removed and
any defects repaired.
Culverts – the built stone approach channels and culverts conveying water from the hillside and
subsequently under the rail track seem largely to be running well, however a confined space entry
inspection would be useful to ensure they are in good condition.

- Binding Margin -

• Adaptability
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The History of the Railway
The Rishworth Railway was part of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company
and ran from Sowerby Bridge through Scarr
Head Tunnel to Rishworth (Slitheroe) with
two stations at Triangle and Ripponden
and Barkisland, and a halt at Watsons Mill.
(opened 1907). Although the route was
first surveyed in 1845 with a proposed
junction towards Manchester it wasn’t until
1864 that the current line was considered
with a junction facing Leeds. The full
length of the line would not be opened for
passenger services until 1881. The line
provided a link to the communities of the
Ryburn Valley to Sowerby Bridge and the
towns of Lancashire, Yorkshire and beyond
and also offered a means of transporting
freight to and from the mills that were
along the valley. However passenger use
of the line was relatively short lived with
the regular service withdrawn in 1929; the
line continued to operate as a freight only
basis until the Ripponden to Rishworth
section closed in 1952 followed by the
whole branch line in 1958 which was then
dismantled.
Although there are some structures that
still remain – for example some of the
footbridges over the cuttings, culverts,
many have been dismantled and every care
should be taken to retain features during
construction. It may be that other railway
relics are discovered during building the
route and if so this should be removed (if
possible) and replaced once construction is
complete.

5 Detailed maps with
proposals

A

The following series of 5 maps highlights the
design details required to provide a largely
traffic free route between Sowerby Bridge and
the communities of the Ryburn Valley. The
maps show numbered reference points, which
relate to numbered text on the maps.

B

C

D

E

Arrangement of
detailed maps
Existing NCN on road
Existing NCN off road
Ryburn Greenway

Further details on the history of the line
can be found in The Rishworth Branch by
Jeffrey N Fisher published by the Oakwood
Press

Ryburn Greenway links
to communities
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Map A. Sowerby Bridge
Two routes are detailed from Sowerby Bridge. Use of the industrial estate (Figure A5) is more convenient and level and should be considered in any future site development. The route via Quarry
Hill is also valid providing a link to Beechwood, Sowerby and Ryburn Valley High School.

1.

Sowerby Bridge rail station provides a
convenient and attractive start or end to the
route for leisure cyclists and utility cyclists.
There is currently cycle parking (Sheffield
stands and lockers) as well as station café;
both platforms are accessible with cycles. The
station can be difficult to access with cycles
from some parts of Sowerby Bridge and this
should be considered within any future town
centre plans.

2.

Instead of using Water Street we suggest
cutting vegetation back and resurfacing the
public footpath on the east bank of the River
Ryburn and permitting cycle use to reach Scar
Head Road. This would provide an attractive
route to leave or enter Sowerby Bridge.
Vegetation on the route will require pruning
and the mud surface replacing with a sealed
surface.

5.

The existing footpath would need upgrading
to a bridleway or agreeing permissive use for
cyclists. The path is approximately 2.5m wide
but has become overgrown with vegetation.
This needs removing and a sealed surface
laying; it may be appropriate to install barriers
to prevent use by motorised vehicles. At Jerry
Lane the gradient steepens considerably and
we recommend using the land to the north of
Jerry Lane to allow the path to snake down
to Rochdale Road and produce a less steep
slope.

6.

We are not suggesting that cyclists join
Rochdale Road; instead we advise creating
a shared use path for 100m on the north
pavement running from Jerry Lane to a
controlled crossing opposite the existing track
to the disused rail line. Extra width would be
achieved by losing the southern pathway for
that distance.

7.

Industrial Estate Route
Should the industrial estate at Asquith Bottom
be developed it could provide a flat off road
route along the river bank to Watson Mill
Lane using a shared route along the A58
(Rochdale Road) and then to the rear of the
garage to join the track. The route through
the estate would need to be clearly marked
with light segregation from other traffic.
If the industrial estate is developed in the
future we recommend that this is part of any
development. A strip of land would also be
required from the development site between
Watson Mill Lane and the garage on Rochdale
Road.

A.

Consideration should be given to creating an
alternative route to the existing National Cycle
Network 66 as it runs west from Sowerby
Bridge Station. This would run via Watson
Street to the cricket ground by the cycle
speedway track to the current pipe bridge
crossing the River Calder on to Hollins Mill
Lane.

Footpath by River Ryburn

Sowerby Bridge Station

3.

On exiting the riverside path the route joins
Bridge Street travelling up to cross the A58 to
continue up Foundry Street. We recommend
that consideration is given to creating a one
way scheme in this area for motorised traffic
between the Bridge Street/Water Street
junction and Foundry Street.

Victoria Road

Both pathways of Station Road are wide and
we recommend that the pathway on the south
side is a shared use pathway taking users off
the road into Norland Road on the pavement
before crossing on to Victoria Road on a raised
table (See Fig. A1). Although the route is on
shared path in this section we suggest that the
speed limit in the area is reduced to 20mph.
Raised table

Norland Road
Foundry Street

4.

Shared pavement
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Fig A1. Shared
pathway and
crossing of
Norland Road

Existing footpath Quarry Hill to A58

VICTORIA ROAD

From Foundry Street the route turns up Quarry
Hill. We propose widening of the existing
footway to create a shared use path for cyclists
travelling up Quarry Hill with cyclists travelling
downhill on the highway with a right turn cycle
lane to ease turning in to Foundry Street. The
route then leaves Quarry Hill via the footpath at
Hulme Street (see Fig. A2).

Fig. A3 Cross section through
path between Rochdale Road
and Hulme Street

Embankment

Fence

2.5m machine laid
bitmac
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Scar Head Tunnel provided the original link this is the responsibility of Highways England and is owned by the Secretary of State for Transport. There is a lease on the last third at the southern end
of the tunnel for storage, which runs until 2020, and the tunnel is blocked by a brick wall at that point. Currently the tunnel is not available for inclusion in the route.
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Map A. Sowerby Bridge
Footpath ends
before garage

Shared
use path
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Fig. A4 Configuration of
shared path and crossing
of Rochdale Road

Light controlled
crossing

Fig A2. shared use path between
Foundry Street and Hulm Street

Right turn
cycle lane

Downhill cyclists
remain on
highway
Foundry Street

Shared use footway
on Quarry Hill for
cyclists travelling
uphill

Hulm Street
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Map B. Watson Mill Lane - Triangle
1.

Currently the entrance to the rail track is used
for unofficial parking and gathers litter. The
use of this track as an entrance way could be
used as an opportunity to improve the general
environment. Such areas present a chance to
welcome visitors to the greenway and provide
information about the locale and route.

2.

The track bends and bypasses a gas station. At
this point there is restricted width to the path;
this can be increased by removing the trees
and embankment between the station and the
drystone wall.

4.

The greenway remains on the track bed, parts
of which are between steep embankments
and cuttings. The cuttings and some of the
embankments currently have a large amount of
vegetation growing from them which can make
them unstable. Trees will need to be removed
and the surfaces descaled to remove loose
rock.

5.

Stansfield Mill Lane can provide a link to and
from the greenway from the A58 and Triangle.
The greenway passes Rough Hey Campsite and
will provide and added attraction for guests.

In places parts of the track have a considerable
amount of mud. The current surface layer will
need to be scraped away to accurately assess
any existing drainage currently blocked and/or
if further drainage is required.
Gas station, earth will need to be removed to widen the path

Gateway

Further down the track there is a metal gate
preventing vehicle access. Access could be
granted to cyclists and pedestrians by opening
the pedestrian gate using a new less imposing
vehicle barrier which would allow nonmotorised vehicles to pass.
Path construction should be 3m wide machine
laid bitmac over machine laid binder course,
sub base and geotextile
Standard 3m path construction
Finished soil levels to fall from
path edge. Material to be locally
dug. Nutrient poor soil will improve
conditions for establishing wild
flowers

Optional 300mm
wide
x 600mm deep
stone filled
trench
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1.0m mown
verge to
fence / building
line

The path now makes use of the bed of the
disused railway track of the Rishworth Branch
Line. Much of the surface has a fairly thick
cover of mud which would need to be scraped
back before further work could commence.
Construction should be a sealed surface path
of 3m in width with a side path for horses.

Disused rail track near Sowerby Bridge

- Binding Margin -

3.

Vegetation on cutting walls

20mm layer AC6 or AC10 surface course, machine laid
(Optional - binder course can be surface dressed instead)
60mm minimum layer machine laid
AC20 binder course

Cyclists and
pedestrians

Horse riders

150mm Type 1 sub-base
increased to 225mm where
necessary

Machine laid 3.0m width
sealed surface. Widen on
busy routes

Geotextile for filter or strength
purpose - to extend 500mm
beyond edge of sub base

Sealed surface path for
cyclists and walkers and
verge path for horses. Path
to be constructed level and set
just above existing ground on
150mm stone base with a 60mm
bitmac surface
3m path

4m

•
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Map B. Watson Mill Lane - Triangle
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Map C. Triangle - Ripponden
The Greenway passes through the attractive
setting of Rough Hey Wood, parts of which
have recently been brought into active
management and would make an attractive
sitting area.

2.

A link should be made to Kebroyd via
the existing bridleway; this would require
resurfacing possibly in keeping with the rest of
the greenway. The current bridge over the River
Ryburn is narrow and consideration should be
given to replacing this with a wider bridge (3m)
in the future.

Existing bridge over the Ryburn at Kebroyd

3.

Rough Hey Wood
Bridleway to Kebroyd Bridge

Throughout the route some parts of the rail
track have a significant amount of water on
the ‘woodland’ side. We suggest that rather
than draining these wetland / pond areas they
are allowed to remain and the path built on
a raised causeway, to improve and enhance
biodiversity.
Configuration of path to allow wetland area
3m path on
low causeway

Wetland area
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The route remains on the disused rail line
leaving it via a newly constructed ramp to join
Hanging Stones Lane 800m west of Ripponden.
Hanging Stones Lane is currently a public
footpath and will require either upgrading
to a bridleway or an agreement reached for
permissive use by cyclists and horse riders.
Joining Hanging Stones Lane at this point
allows some of the gradients of the Lane to be
avoided making the ride easier for users.
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Map C. Triangle - Ripponden

On rail alternative north of Ripponden
It is possible that the greenway could continue on the
disused rail track further toward Ripponden although
this would provide a more level gradient it would require
management and improvement of two rail structures and
crossing a private garden. Sustrans’ recommended route
is shown on Map C accessing Hanging Stones Lane just
south of the sewage works.
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Map D. Ripponden
The greenway joins Ripponden Old Bank and
travels down into the heart of Ripponden which
is an attractive visitor destination. Some cycle
parking should be provided in the vicinity of the
St Bartholomew’s Church and The Old Bridge
Inn.

2.

From St Bartholomew’s church the greenway
uses Mill Fold to pass under Elland Road.
This part of Ripponden is very distinctive and
we would not recommend changing the road
surfacing from cobbles. However it may be
advisable to warn riders of the low head room
on the inward curve.
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3.

The greenway continues via Mill Fold
Recreation ground. Cycle parking provision
should be considered at Mill Fold car park
giving access to the recreation facilities.

4.

Ripponden Old Bank provides a link to
Barkisland but consideration would be needed
to provide a safe crossing of and passage
along Elland Road. The current footway could
be widened between Ripponden Old Bank and
Stainland Road to allow a shared use path.

•
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Map E Ripponden to Rishworth
Two routes are illustrated between Ripponden and Rishworth as we were asked to specifically look at the old rail track which already forms a footpath link between the two. Both routes are possible but creating a cycle path using the
old rail track (Route B) would require a substantial earthwork at Mill Fold and tacking the steep hill at Brook Grains Lane. Route A (though not without engineering challenges) was assessed as the more direct and coherent route and thus
became Sustrans’ recommended route. Both are included in the study as future improvements to Route B could provide an attractive circular route.

Route A
1.

From Mill Fold the greenway follows the tarmac
track at the south end of the recreation ground.
Little needs to be done with the first 400m
of track but consideration should be given to
providing a non-intrusive edge at the places
where the track falls steeply to the river.

2.

The footpath leads to Pretoria Bridge, a
footbridge over the River Ryburn leading to the
A672 or continues to Rishworth climbing the
river bank via stone and wooden steps.

We suggest that a bridge is constructed that
not only allows access to the A672 but at the
same time climbs the river bank. The bridge
design should be delivered to BS5400 or the
Euro codes for those parts of the standard that
have been superseded. The design should take
into account the rural nature of the setting and
privacy of nearby properties. Access should
be retained to the steps from the river bank for
pedestrians choosing to use them.
Existing situation
Existing woodland track

4.
Existing track heading toward Rishworth

The tarmac becomes a mud path until
Rishworth. This should be replaced by a sealed
path.
Fig 5.1surface
Path construction

20mm layer AC6 or AC10 surface course, machine laid
(Optional - binder course can be surface dressed instead)

Finished soil levels to fall from
path edge. Material to be locally
dug. Nutrient poor soil will improve
conditions for establishing wild
flowers

60mm minimum layer machine laid
AC20 binder course
150mm Type 1 sub-base
increased to 225mm where
necessary

Crossfall 1/40

0.3m

Optional 300mm
wide
x 600mm deep
stone filled
Geotextile for filter or strength
trench Existing track towards Rishworth
Pretoria
Bridge- to extend 500mm
purpose
1.0m mown
Machine laid 3.0m width
beyond edge of sub base
verge 20mm
to
sealed
surface.
Widen
on
layer AC6 or AC10 surface course, machine laid
fence / building
busy
routescan be surface dressed instead)
(Optional - binder
course
line

Detail of path construction

Possible new
arrangement

150mm Type 1 sub-base
increased to 225mm
where necessary

1/40

1/40

3.

Machine laid 2.5m width
0.5m mown
sealed surface. Widen
verge to
on busy routes
fence / building
line
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Natural
vegetation will
grow anywhere.
Nettles, brambles
and tall scrub has
a value away from
the immediate
verges

60mm minimum layer machine
laid AC20 binder course

Finished soil levels to fall from
path edge. Material to be locally
dug. Nutrient poor soil will improve
conditions for establishing natural
vegetation to verge
Optional
300mm wide
x 600mm
deep stone
filled trench

Verge planting must
use species that
maintain visibility and
avoid root damage

Geotextile for filter or
strength purpose - to
extend 500mm beyond
edge of sub base

Parts of the riverbank path between Pretoria
Bridge and Rishworth will need some retaining
support on the river bank side and/or woodland
side. The type of supports and retaining walls
will depend on further ground surveys and
ecological surveys.

Before joining Holme House Lane at Rishworth
the greenway crosses a small stream, if the
existing bridge cannot be modified to take the
greenway a new bridge will be required. The
existing path squeezes round a sharp corner
between a dry stone wall and the river side; we
suggest removing some of the wall to create a
wider bend joining a sloped path up to Holme
House Lane.
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Map E. Ripponden - Rishworth
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1.

From Mill Fold Way the route re-joins the
old rail track. To reduce the impact of the
embankment the greenway would drop in
height coming from Rishworth to meet a
path climbing the embankment from the
recreation ground to create a 1:20 gradient.
Raising or lowering (depending whether the
path is in a cutting or embankment) the main
path when using old rail tracks is a good way
of decreasing gradient and making the route
easier for users.

2.

The rail track at this point runs within
embankments. The surface carries
considerable water and there are a number
of trees within the old track bed that require
removing. Similar treatment would be required
to the rail track bed between Sowerby Bridge
and Ripponden. The stream on the bed
provides an attractive feature though not
necessarily conducive to a greenway – we
suggest building the path on a causeway
allowing a wet area to develop on one side.

3.

4.

3m

1m

88

Example of main route raised to lessen gradient of
access route

Path on embankment dips to lessen
gradient of access route

The foundations of Rishworth Station are still in
situ and these should be preserved and would
lend themselves to interpretation. Originally
the Station had a bridge that spanned from the
station to Oldham Road, both bridge buttresses
remain though their condition has not been
established. The bridge was to eliminate the
need for travellers to tackle the gradients down
from the station via Brook Grains Lane across
the river and up Holme House Lane.
Although Brook Grains Lane can be used to
reach Holme House Lane it is steep. Holme
House Lane will require resurfacing between
the end of Brooks Grain Lane and the river
bridge. To avoid the gradient a future ambition
could be to copy the rail builders and have a
bridge running between Rishworth Station site
and Rishworth for pedestrians and cyclists.

Path on causeway with stream at one side

Area of undisturbed vegetation

Brook Gains Lane
Ramp dropping
off embankment
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5.

The farm shop and café at Rishworth will be
an attractive destination for some people
and consideration should be given for cycling
parking adjacent to the site. A controlled
crossing of the Oldham Road (A672) is required
to enable people to continue journeys to the
west of Ripponden and to Rishworth.

6.

Use of Bar Lane and Stead Lane would allow
access to the newer estates of Rylands Park
and Stones Drive and for more adventurous
cyclists access to the extensive bridleway
networks north of Rochdale Road.

7.

Travelling south to Shaw Lane the west side
path is wide enough for shared use. Although
Shaw Lane can be used already by cyclists and
pedestrians and has a tarmacked surface, the
route is open to vehicles requiring access to
Rishworth School but this is limited. However
the gradient is steep and with access on to
the A672 we recommend rumble strips to slow
cyclists.
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Map E. Ripponden - Rishworth
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6 Ecology and Geology
A preliminary ecology appraisal has taken
place by Sustrans ecologist David Watson
MCIEEM; the full report forms appendix 1 of
this report and it is recommended that this
is read in full. The following is the executive
summary.
Sustrans are undertaking a feasibility study
for the creation of a new route connecting
Rishworth to Sowerby Bridge train station.
The proposals are to create a new paved path
along paved minor roads and existing unpaved
footpaths. Two route options are currently
being considered. The exact engineering and
construction methodology of these works
will be a matter for the detailed design of the
scheme.
The former railway line is ecologically important
because it is a continuous landscape feature
that supports valuable mature woodland and
a mosaic of other habitats. This includes an
almost continuous corridor of scrub and trees
along the River Ryburn that is valuable as a
green movement corridor for wildlife. These
habitats are likely to support locally notable
plant, invertebrate, mammal and reptile species
in addition to other fauna with statutory
protection.
The main ecological impacts of the proposal
will be the loss of woodland habitats, effects
on watercourses and hydrology and impacts on
protected species, notably bats.
Habitat loss is unlikely to be a significant
negative impact as much of the path is located
on bare ground, existing roads or footpaths
and therefore those areas likely to be affected
by construction activities are often the least
valuable ecologically. Ecological impacts are
therefore restricted to the loss of young trees
and small areas around access points and
within particular habitats.
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Further surveys may be required if works affect
trees or structures with potential to support
roosting bats, river banks with evidence of use
by otter or land within 500m of the pond at
Paddock Nook.

The proposed route goes through sandstone
and mudstone geology, and in cuttings where
the rocks are exposed, there could be potential
geological interest and there is a likelihood of
finding some good exposures.

Other impacts identified, such as potential
pollution of watercourses due to route
construction, should be readily avoidable
through good project design and best practice
during construction. Invertebrates, nesting
birds and reptiles are also considerations
for the proposal. Surveys may be required
to determine the presence/absence of these
species if impacts on suitable habitats and
important features cannot be avoided.

As the route will be accessible it will lend
itself to geological education for example
sandstone exposures are useful for geological
interpretation, as sandstone features could
be used to talk about the Carboniferous,
continental drift and climate change.
Mudstones are interesting for the specialist,
as there could be scientifically useful fossils
exposed in the marine bands in the mudstones.
The geology map shows that there are several
marine bands along the route so clearance
might expose some significant fossils.

It is anticipated that a management strategy
can be designed to maintain sufficient habitat
to maintain notable fauna populations therefore
the presence of protected species should not
be a barrier to route creation. The detailed
design of the scheme will need to take specific
features, such as watercourses and bat roosts,
into account and measures may be required
during construction to safeguard these
features.
Current planning policy demands that
construction projects not only minimise their
ecological impact, but provide enhancements
wherever possible. Ecological enhancement
measures proportional to the scale of the
proposal should be built into the detailed
design of the scheme and the long-term
management plan. This could include removing
overcrowded young trees to create woodland
glades, increasing local species richness,
and the control of invasive species such as
Himalayan balsam and Japanese knotweed.
This scheme must also maintain and improve
the quality of habitats with potential to support
notable fauna along the route. Detailed
consultation will be required with the Local
Authority and local nature partnerships to
develop a suitable management strategy.

We would recommend a geological survey of
the site as it is possible that there may be some
scientifically significant geology along the
route. This should be taken into account when
work is done especially in the cutting where
tree removal and descaling of loose material
are required.
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7 Technical notes
Path Surface
Path surfacing is probably the single most
critical element determining the popularity of
Greenways!
A surface which is smooth, firm and dry
throughout the year and throughout its lifetime
will generate far higher levels of use than will
any sort of informal surface which is prone to
damage from water, erosion and even horses.
On this project we recommend laying a dense
bitumen macadam (DBM) surface. This should
always be machine laid and generally a single
60mm layer is the most appropriate solution.
(If a second layer is used then the weight of the
construction vehicles laying this second layer
may well damage the first layer, especially on
soft ground).

Path
Construction
Fig 5.1 Path construction
Finished soil levels to fall from
path edge. Material to be locally
dug. Nutrient poor soil will improve
conditions for establishing wild
flowers

Optional 300mm
wide
x 600mm deep
stone filled
trench

20mm layer AC6 or AC10 surface course, machine laid
(Optional - binder course can be surface dressed instead)
60mm minimum layer machine laid
AC20 binder course
150mm Type 1 sub-base
increased to 225mm where
necessary

Crossfall 1/40

0.3m

1.0m mown
verge to
fence / building
line

Geotextile for filter or strength
purpose - to extend 500mm
beyond edge of sub base

Machine laid 3.0m width
sealed surface. Widen on
busy routes

Verge planting must
use species that
maintain visibility and
avoid root damage
Natural
vegetation will
grow anywhere.
Nettles, brambles
and tall scrub has
a value away from
the immediate
verges

1/40 camber to be central,
giving 37.5mm fall to each
side of carriageway

Alternative option
with camber
1/40

1/40
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37.5mm
on 3m wide path

Not to Scale

Tar spray and chip surface dressing
5.9
Single layer surfacing dressed with tar spray and chip will soften the
colour of a newly laid tarmac path, especially in sensitive areas where
there is a desire to avoid “a black stripe”. Successful application of
surface dressing can give added longevity, protection from water
damage and provide added skid resistance compared to an unsealed
surface using local stone.
5.10
Achieving a quality solution requires contractors to adopt specific
procedures, outined below, and the engineer should ensure that the
contractor employed to undertake the works has a record of working
with this solution. Successful application is limited to working at certain
times of the year and in favourable weather conditions.
5.11
Application on traffic free routes should ensure that the amount of
chippings is not over-specified. On roads, vehicle movements help
to embed the chippings, but on traffic free routes it may take several
months to achieve the same result.
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Access
Although our ambition is that all Greenways
should be freely open without barriers there are
sometimes instances where access controls
of some kind are required. Where maintenance
is required by vehicles larger entrances will be
required that needed for everyday users which
may need arrangements to deter illegitimate
use by other vehicle users. Bollards with
a spacing of 1.20m - 1.50m can be used to
prevent motorised vehicles from accessing
Greenways while still allowing comfortable
access by maintenance vehicles. If the
greenway is used by equestrians on the same
alignment, the bollards need to be 1.80m apart.

Seat as bike rack: Robert Kilvington
The popular recycled sleeper seat:
Jim Partridge and Liz Walmsley

The seat
as shelter
and look
out Phoenix
Trail: Angus
Ross

Seat as story:
The Tarka Trail
near Torrington:
Katy Hallett

The convivial
Simplicity Bench:
Yumiko Aoyagi

Other types of access barriers should
preferably be avoided. While it is recognised
that use of motorcycles presents a problem on
some sections of the National Cycle Network,
the use of other access barriers restricts
and deters legitimate users such as cyclist
and wheelchair users as much as they do
motorcycles.
When motorcycle abuse is anticipated then ‘A’
frames are widely used to inhibit motorcyclists
whose wide handlebars are blocked, whilst
still allowing wheelchairs through. The best
designs are adjustable so that as the problem
of motorcyclists is overcome through a
combination of high levels of public use,
informal surveillance and working with the local
police, the gap can be widened to minimise the
inconvenience to legitimate users.

The seat as
a framed
picture on the
Phoenix Trail:
Leigh Roberts
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The seat for
meetings at
Whitehaven:
John Naylor and
John Grimshaw

Open access without barriers at the Eden Project’s access
road shows the ideal entrance to a Greenway - both
unrestricted and with a priority crossing of the road

View of partially “opened out” A frame control at the end of
Cullingworth Viaduct

A seat for perching and looking at
Didcot: Dominic Clutterbuck

The seat for
Rangers:
Sustrans
Standard One
Sleeper and 2
Halves, near
Derby

Seats
Part and parcel of walking and cycling is stopping and resting. Seats should always be carefully positioned
so they have a particular view, or are under a particular tree. Therefore every seat is a place where a
person may want to stop and, perhaps even more importantly, a destination a person might want to reach
and a locality where they can meet friends. At entrances, or in areas likely to be used by a fair number
of elderly or disabled people, seats should be close together, no more than 200– 300m apart, because
even these distances might present quite a challenge for some. Seats should be positioned not only
so they have an attractive view out over the vista either side of the path but also along the path so that
their very presence and indeed occupancy leads to informal surveillance of the Greenway itself.
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Bollards should be used to prevent vehicular access – York
University. Note the removable unit for vehicle access
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Sculpture and Site Specific Works
Sustrans has had a long tradition of commissioning
artists and sculptors to work on its projects. From the
beginning the objective has been to:
1. Articulate the whole length of the Greenway and
to give rhythm and points of focus on otherwise
relatively featureless routes such as derelict
railways.
2. Mark out the mileposts.

Fencing
4. Create a memorable route one would want to visit
again.
5. Make local destinations that local people could
be proud of.
6. Create a way for the community to be involved in
the making of their Greenway by artists working
locally with schools and others to create and
maintain their own pieces, promoting the feeling
of ownership of the Greenway
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3. Provide local historical and geographical
interpretation to enhance users’ knowledge of the
location.

Stock fences are usually post and wire. It
is best to install 7-wire mesh with 2 lines of
barbed wire above. The mesh ensures that
dogs don’t get through to worry stock. The
barbed wire should always be on the stock
side of the posts with one line of smooth on the
public side to reduce the likelihood of injury if a
member of the public accidentally crashed into
the wire.
The fence should always be as far from the
path as possible so it is not casually tampered
with. A minimum of 1m is highly desirable.

A post and wire stock-proof fence on a rural path at Chedzoy in
Somerset. Note that fence is set 1m from path

The ‘Blue Pipe’
by George Cutts
in York marks
the waterworks
pipe running
under the path
and ‘surfaces’
at various points
along the route
Terris Novelis
by Tony Cragg
near the site of
the Old Consett
Steelworks

Another view of the field fence at Chedzoy
‘Rotate’ by Trudi Entwhistle,
an interactive work on the
Spen Valley Greenway

‘Giaus Sentius’ by
Gordon Young, a
drinking fountain
on the Bristol &
Bath path

‘Wheel of Drams’
by Andy Hazell
Hengoed Viaduct

‘Sentinel’ by Jim
Paulsen on the
West Country Way

On the Gloucester and Higham path a top rail was added to assist people with
disabilities near to the village
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8. Conclusion
The proposed scheme
• Makes a key connection for pedestrians,
cyclist and horse riders between the
communities of the Ryburn Valley and the
facilities and transport links at Sowerby
Bridge for utility and leisure journeys
• Creates a relatively flat and largely off road
route to encourage families and novice
cyclists to feel confident and safe cycling

We believe that the proposed Ryburn Valley
Greenway will make a valuable addition to the
transport infrastructure of Calderdale. The link
to Sowerby Bridge Station and National Cycle
Network 66 will encourage people to use the
route as part of or all of their everyday journeys.
The natural landscape will make it a well-used
route for leisure cyclists, with the largely off
road and comparatively flat nature of the route
popular with novice riders and families.
We recommend the following steps in taking
the project forward:
• An independent public
consultation is undertaken
• That the route is identified and
protected by Calderdale Council
as a strategic transport route
• Funding is actively sought to develop the route
• Consideration is given to the
route when industrial or housing
developments occur in the vicinity
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• Enhances tourism opportunities by allowing
car free access to the Ryburn Valley and
connecting to the National Cycle Network

